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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Select Sponsored Products
This gives better ROI through vastly better
targeting. Additionally, people are more in
the mood to buy than Lock Screen Ads.
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign
Campaign Name: {Name of Book} – {SPA
or LSA*} – {Targeting} – {Start Date}
End Date: Usually leave as no end date.
Disclaimer: Have to remain vigilant on
checking them often if you leave no end
date.
Daily Budget: $5/day is good for testing.
Targeting: To get best returns, test one
campaign using Manual targeting and
another using Automatic targeting. This
section will show steps for Manual
targeting.
*SPA = Sponsored Product Ads
*LSA = Lock Screen Ads
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Dynamic bids – down only [only select if you’re nervous about spending too much]
Dynamic bids - up and down [ideal and better for testing]
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Pro Tip - Ad Format - Create three campaigns-two with different custom text and one with
Standard ad text. Test them out to see which one gives you best Click-Through-Rate (CTR).
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Option 1: Keyword targeting- Will use most often.
Option 2: Product targeting-Best used when targeting ASINs.
Note: When you use ASIN targeting, you’ll only get 5-10% of the impressions as
Keyword targeting.
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Option 1: Keyword targeting

Enter list tab- Is the easiest and most reliable way
of entering your keywords. Copy and paste from
generated list from Publisher Rocket or from using
one of the free alternatives (next pages)
Bid – Default bid – choose either $0.26 or $0.51 to
start (can change later to optimize specific words)
Match – Broad (give Amazon the ability to slightly
adjust the keyword)
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Option 2: Product targeting
Enter list tab- Is the easiest and most reliable way of entering your keywords. Copy and
paste list of ASINs generated list from Publisher Rocket or what you’ve found through free
methods.

Bid – Default bid – choose either $0.26 or $0.51 to start (can change later to optimize
specific words)
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Finding Hundreds of Keywords Easily

Step 1: Enter keyword,
author name, or name of
similar book to yours
Step 2: Select E-Book or Book
Step 3: Click ‘Go Get Em
Rocket!’
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Finding Hundreds of Keywords Easily

A list of hundreds of
keywords is generated
Export list to Excel file

Repeat several times to come
to a minimum of 200 strong
keywords.
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Finding Keywords
Free Alternative #1 – Using Google Ads Keyword Planner

Not as effective but still
useful is using Google Ads
Keyword Planner.
Export list to Excel file
Repeat several times to come
to a minimum of 200 strong
keywords.
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Finding Keywords
Free Alternative #2 – Going Through Best-Sellers in Your Categories

Goto Amazon and Browse to
the categories that are most
relevant to your book
Use Excel or Google Sheet to
record all of the top author
names and book titles.
Repeat several times to come
to a minimum of 200 strong
keywords.
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Negative keyword targeting
Match type – both negative exact and
negative phrase
Enter – free, free book, free eBook
Also enter in any other word you don’t want
your book to show up for (i.e. erotica)
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Section 1 – Creating Your Manual Keyword Campaign

Double check all your settings. When ready, click Launch campaign
Approval takes between 1-3 days (often sooner)
Note: If approval takes longer than 3 days, reach out to Amazon directly.
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Section 2 – Creating Your Automatic Keyword Campaign

Select Sponsored Products
This gives better ROI through vastly better
targeting. Additionally, people are more in
the mood to buy than Lock Screen Ads.
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Section 2 – Creating Your Automatic Keyword Campaign
Campaign Name: {Name of Book} – {SPA
or LSA*} – {Targeting} – {Start Date}
End Date: Usually leave as no end date.
Disclaimer: Have to remain vigilant on
checking them often if you leave no end
date.
Daily Budget: $5/day is good for testing.
Targeting: To get best returns, test one
campaign using Manual targeting and
another using Automatic targeting. This
section will show steps for Automatic
targeting.
*SPA = Sponsored Product Ads
*LSA = Lock Screen Ads
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Section 2 – Creating Your Automatic Keyword Campaign

Automatic Targeting
Bid – Default bid – choose either $0.26 or
$0.51 to start.
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Section 2 – Creating Your Automatic Keyword Campaign

Negative keyword targeting
Match type – both negative exact and
negative phrase
Enter – free, free book, free eBook
Also enter in any other word you don’t want
your book to show up for (i.e. erotica)
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Section 2 – Creating Your Automatic Keyword Campaign

Double check all your settings. When ready, click Launch campaign
Approval takes between 1-3 days (often sooner)
Note: If approval takes longer than 3 days, reach out to Amazon directly.
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Section 3 – Breaking Down Your Campaign Dashboard
Direct link to your dashboard (save as bookmark):
https://advertising.amazon.com/cm/sp/campaigns/
Campaign Dashboard
Set yours up to see most important
metrics.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Impressions
Clicks
CTR
Spend
CPC
Orders
Sales
ACOS
KENP
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Section 3 – Breaking Down Your Campaign Dashboard
Direct link to your dashboard (save as bookmark):
https://advertising.amazon.com/cm/sp/campaigns/
Ad group > Targeting dashboard
Set yours up to see most
important metrics.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Suggested bid
Impressions
Clicks
CTR
Spend
CPC
Orders
Sales
ACOS
KENP
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Section 4 – Determining Profitability
THE Most Important Metrics on Your Dashboard
ACOS = Average Cost Of Sale (Average spent/Total earned in sales). In other words,
how much do you pay Amazon for each sale. The lower the percentage, the better.

KENP (only if your book is enrolled in KDP Select) = The estimated number of pages
read attributed to a campaign.
These are how you determine if your overall campaign and keywords are profitable.

Note: You might have some keywords with no sales but with pages read. These
keywords can still be profitable. Typical pay out per 10 pages read is $0.05 but use
this tool to get a more accurate estimation.
To determine overall profitability take your Total Spend and divide it by your Total
Sales dollar amount (sales and page reads) then times it by 100. This will give you your
total average cost per ad.
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Section 4 – Determining Profitability [example]

In the above real-life example…
920 pages are read with $1.27 spent.
Using KENP Online Calculator we determine that 920 pages read equals to approx. $4.18 in royalties.
Using our formula: Total Spend / Total Sales dollar amount (sales and page reads) x 100.
$1.27/$4.18x100= True ACOS is 30.4%
This ad is profitable
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Section 4 – Determining Profitability

You need take into account Amazons cut
eBook is priced $2.99 - $9.99 (considered the sweet zone for eBooks)
ACOS: less than 70% = profitable
eBook is priced <$2.99 or >$9.99
ACOS: less than 35% = profitable
Paperbacks: Have to determine how much it costs to print.
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Section 5 – Monitoring and Optimizing Your Campaigns
When going through your Targeting, you can do 1 of 3 tasks
Toggle off keywords… that are costing you money (people are clicking on them) but
they not getting you sales. Best to let it have >10,000 impressions, high clicks, little to
no sales (can appear as high or zero ACOS)
Increase bid… for those that fall into your ACOS goal (i.e. <70%). Can apply
Suggested bid, or increase it manually (if required).
Build a new campaign… centered around the keywords that are working. Enter those
winning phrases into Publisher Rocket.
Note: Popularity of books change-research and add new keywords every month.
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Section 5 – Monitoring and Optimizing Your Campaigns [example]

In the above real-life example…
Toggle off keyword… ‘Walter Lord’ keyword had gotten lots of Impression and lots of Clicks but only a few
sales. Keyword was ‘toggled off’
Build a new campaign… ‘Samuel Marquis’ keyword had very low CPC, high CTR, and low ACOS. To
capitalize on this, I plugged this into Publisher Rocket to create a new list of keywords around this authors
name and created a new campaign with that list.
Increase bid… ‘Dunkirk’ and ‘wwii fiction’ keywords were very applicable to this book. High impressions 27
(despite bid being low), low CTR, ACOS is too high. Possible issues: poor ‘custom text’ or not attractive book
cover (see next section on troubleshooting)

Section 6 – Troubleshooting Your Ads
Low Impressions
Possible issues

•
•

Increase your keywords (remember you need to start with minimum 200)
CPC too low. Use either $0.26 or $0.51 to start.

High Impressions/Low Clicks
Note: CTR of 0.5% or above is excellent. But typically, I try to strive for is a 0.1%
Possible issues

•
•
•

Keyword is not relevant (buyer isn’t interested in it)
Book cover
Blurb (look at creating custom ad text)

High Impressions/High Clicks/Low Sales
Possible issues

•

Your book description
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Final Tips and Reminders

• Continuously nurture and monitor your campaigns and keywords: 10-15 mins, 3x / week
• Be patient. Finding profitable keywords takes impressions. Impressions can take time. Give
it a couple of months before seeing real returns.
• Knowledge + Experience + Dedication = Skill Development
• For extra support or just to show off your wins… join our Facebook group
• Successful ads require testing, monitoring, and optimizing!
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